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ABSTRACT: Natural multispecies bacterial communities, in a resting state and at low initial densities.
were used to study effects of dissolved mercury on nutrient absorption. Nutrients were offered as 10 pM
amino-acid mixture, in the relative proportions encountered in natural sea-water samples. Uptake,
commencing after an initial stationary phase, resulted from induction of transport mechanisms in a
relatively constant number of bacteria, rather than from increased densities due to multiplication
following nutrient availability. The periods elapsed to reduce ambient amino-acid concentrations to
half of the initially present levels were greatly influenced by the presence of low levels of Hg, revealing
significant uptake inhibition at a sensitivity threshold of 0.625 pg I-' Hg. Low Hg levels affected
induction and uptake in dormant bacteria, but had no effect on uptake in a high density community in
the logarithmic phase. Higher levels of up to 488 yg I-' Hg greatly decreased rates of uptake and
prolonged the duration of lag phases, obviously due to changes in species composition. Use of natural
multispecies communities allowed the simultaneous quantitative detection of a sequence of different
Hg levels, varying from lowest (0.625) to highest (488 kg I-' Hg) ambient concentrations. Initially
present levels of total (2.5 bg I-') and dissolved Hg decreased rapidly, while mercury associated with
the particulate material increased to constant values between 12 and 16 h after the start of experiments.
Our findings indicate that toxicity is less due to concentration of Hg alone, but rather depends on the
relation between concentration and biomass. Because of unavoidable changes in sea-water properties
resulting from handling between sampling and start of the tests (transport, storage and freeing of
collected samples from originally present bacteria), the procedure is probably not appropriate for
detecting subtle differences in water quality present in the sea at dumping sites and in adjacent
polluted areas.

INTRODUCTION

A major contribution of marine ecology to the process of political decision making in the field of protection and conservation of environmental health is concerned with the evaluation of sea water quality. Analytical approaches must provide data to identify the state
of coastal and offshore sea water in terms of its capacity
to support indigenous aquatic life.
Physical and chemical techniques for analyzing
abiotic environmental factors, including individual
noxious components, are usually more sensitive than
procedures using living organisms. Test organisms, on
the other hand, are capable of responding to the sum of
O Inter-Research/Printed in F. R. Germany

environmental components. In many cases organisms
which are easy to cultivate and have limited ecological
significance are used in toxicological studies. More
attention should be paid to ecological key species,
preferably with high sensitivities to the pollutants
concerned. For a number of marine animals a synopsis
of sensitivities in terms of differences in acute
toxicities of zinc, copper and mercury has been presented by Karbe (1972); a list of marine species which
are, or potentially may be, used for bioassaying seawater samples has been compiled by Stebbing et al.
(1980).
In all cases investigated, free-swimming larvae of
marine invertebrate and fish species, when compared
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to adults, have revealed increased sensitivities to a
large variety of contaminants. Hence, planktonic oyster and sea urchin larvae - in addition to the unicellular alga Skeletonema costaturn - constitute important
bioassay organisms (Okubo and Okubo, 1962; Kobayashi, 1971; Woelke, 1972; Calabrese et al.. 1973; Jensen et al., 1974; Cardwell et al., 1977; Stebbing et al.,
1980).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Analytical Set Up
We exposed mixed natural bacterial s t r a ~ n sin a
dormant state to different mercury levels. In order to
assess t h e activity of the bacteria, we determined their
capacity for taking up organic nutrients. The dissolved
substances offered consisted of a mixture of 16 amino
acids. In this mixture (Siebers, 1979), the relatlve proportions of individual amino acids resembled the compositions encountered in sea water obtained from different localities In North Sea (Bohling, 1972) and Baltic
Sea (Dawson and Pritchard, 1978).
Experiments (n = 4-8) were performed in a seawater (35 %O S) volume of 50 rnl, contalned in unstoppered Erlenmeyer flasks, agitated by means of a rotary
shaker (Infors, Easel) at 150 rpm. A small volume of a
concentrated am~no-actdmixture was added In order
to obtain the initial concentration of 10 PM. Following
a lag phase, amino acids were, due to bacterial net
uptake, reduced to lower concentrations. Aliquots of 1
m1 were taken at zero time, followed by sampling
every morning and evening yielding immediate information on the duration of the lag phase. After microbial uptake had commenced, samples were taken at
regular intervals of 4 , 8, or 12 h, transferred to reagent
vials, sealed with parafilm, and stored d e e p frozen at
- 25 "C. The experiments were terminated, when the
nutrients offered had been consumed.
In order to estimate the amount of total amino acids
in the samples collected, these were allowed to attain
room temperature. Fluorescent amino-acid derivatives
were prepared according to Udenfried et al. (1972),
North (1975), and Stephens (1975). They were measured by means of a n Aminco fluorimeter against a
blank and the initially added amino-acid concentrat ~ o nof 10 pM as standard. We did not investigate the
potential contribution to fluorescence by cells or amino
acids released from cells due to deep freezing. This
contribution is assumed to be small, because blanks
(sea water of low bacterial activity) did not differ significantly from samples taken after all initially added
amino acids had been consumed.

Source of Sea Water
and Heterotrophic Bacteria
The sea water used was collected near Helgoland
(Southern North Sea) and aged for several months at
room temperature in dark, non aerated tanks. Portions
of this water were transferred to a 30-1 aquarium; here
the water was aerated and passed over a 2-3 mm
gravel filter of 1 1 volume for at least 2 weeks prior to
use. The 30-1 aquarium was in use throughout the year.
The water was partially renewed every second week
after reducing the initial volume of 30 1 by about 3 1.
The light was dimmed, and no nutrients or organisms
were added. The water was virtually free of phytoplankton cells, protozoans and bacterial colonies fixed
to particles. Heterotrophic bacteria in the gravel filter
may have been responsible for the fact that no d ~ s s o l ved carbohydrates or amino acids were detectable. A
very low, but relatively constant number of 600 t 200
colonies ml-' was found within a few days after spreading this water on agar plates. Hence, the sea water
used for describing bacterial sensitivities to mercury
was already inhabited by the test organisms. We refer
here to thls water as 'sea water of low bacterial activity'; it was always used for starting our experiments.

Application and Quantification
of Mercury
Mercury was applied as HgCl, (Merck) in distilled
water from a concentrated solution. Once used, Erlenmeyer flasks were individually marked to ensure that
they were re-employed for the same concentration.
Mercury was determined by the cold vapor atomic
absorption method (Olafsson, 1974; Harms, 1979) in a
test series performed in the absence a n d the presence
of 2.5 pg I-' Hg.

Counting of Bacteria
One test series examined the development of bacterial densities. Colonies were counted on agar plates
2216 E (Gunkel and Rheinheimer, 1968). To control
sterility the plates were stored for 4 weeks at 15 'C in
the dark. Test samples of 100 111 were spread over agar
plates. At zero time dilution was not necessary, but
samples taken later had to be diluted up to 1 : 10'
before spreading. Only plates which had 50-150 bacterial colonies after storage at 15 'C in the dark for 3
weeks were taken into consideration.

Bioassays
In order to test the applicabrl~tyof bacterial anllnoacid uptake as a means to bioassay sea-water s a n ~ p l e s ,
it was necessary to remove bacteria; these may differ in
density, species composition and physiological state.
Such removal, however, should not influence the original potential degree of toxicity Thereafter the samples
could be inoculated with identical amounts of bacter~a
contained in equal volumes of sea water of low bacterial activity.
The samples were pasteurized twice for 12 h at 80 "C
with an interlude of 1 2 h at 15 "C by heating 250 nil in
closed (screw caps) polyethylene bottles. A senes of
independent tests demonstrated that pasteurization at
80 "C resulted in sterilization of the media. Prior to the
start of the experiment, 45 m1 were shaken overnight to
saturate the medium with oxygen. The next morning
the assays were started by addition of 5 m1 of sea water
of low bacterial activity and 10 pM of the amino-acid
mixture. In order to establish a mercury scale for comparison and quantification of bacterial uptake
response, 4 different concentrations of Hg (5, 15, 45,
135 yg I-' Hg) were employed.
Several other methods tried had to be rejected. Autoclaving of sea water ( l 2 1 "C, 1 atrn, 20 min) resulted in
the formation of precipitates, which could not be redissolved by stirring for 12 h at 15 "C and introduced
considerable negative effects; these manifested themselves in a retardation of amino-acid absorption.
Ultracentrifugation at 10-15 000 g fol- 30 min at 4 "C
was not regarded safe enough to quantitatively
exclude bacteria; we could not control whether or not
some of them might have loosened from the pellets and
might thus have been transferred to the test flasks.
Ultrafiltration was not taken into consideration
because of probable influence on water quality due to
interference of filter materials with tox~cants(cf. Kurtz,
1977).

term exponential function and its inversion. In some
cases a straight line could or had to be used. Visual
inspection of plotted data and function and the
dch~eveddegree of f i t served as criter-ia for s e l e c t ~ n g
the interpolation procedure. The number of aminoacid levels which could be included in the ~nterpolation procedure varied between 3 and 8, depending on
s a m p l ~ n ginterval, rate of uptake, dnd function chosen
In the majority of cases preference was given to the
cubic spline fit. Several functions describing nonlinear relationships were found to yield similar estimates. Thus, the choice of the interpolation procedure
seems to be uncritical with respect to the bias produced. Nevertheless, the possibil~tyshould be taken
into account that the probability level gained in a
statistical analysis can be affected by the interpolation
procedure. Especially in the case of small differences
between neighbouring groups, wrong conclusions can
be drawn.
The relationship between the e s t ~ m a t e d50 O/o degrad a t ~ o nof amino acids and the concentration of added
Hg was found to follow the general model of a multiple
term exponential function
y = a,,

+ a,e!' ' +

+ a,e"j '

The iterations revealed that the variat~onof the 50 '10
endpolnt with the Hg-concentrations applied can adequately be described by a single or double term function.
Means of estimated time lags as a result of diffel-ent
Hg concentrations were compared by analyzing the
variance for a one-way classification. Bartlett's test was
applied to prove the equality of variances. The evaluation of data was largely facilitated and enhanced by
available statistic software.

RESULTS
Influence of Mercury o n Heterotrophic
Amino-Acid Absorption

Statistical Treatment of Data
The basic information was provided by measurements of the reduction of amino acids from 10 pM to
zero levels i n relation to time as a result of bacterial
uptake. As the 50 % endpoint of a response is less
influenced by chance variations than any other (cf.
Reed and Muench, 1938), the period to reach 50 %
degradation or uptake of amino acids has been taken
as the measure of the effects of Hg added to the test
medium. The period is referred to as the 'time lag (h)'
for 50 % amino-acid uptake. The 50 % endpoints were
estimated from interpolations performed by means of
the cubic spine function (cf. Wold, 1974), the single

Bacterial amino-acrd uptake in the absence and in
the presence of varying concentrations of mercury
commences after a lag phase, during which no measurable absorption takes place (Fig. 1).The lag phases are
prolonged by increasing concentrations of mercury
Uptake follows an S-shaped curve, in which the presence of higher mercury levels markedly decreases the
slope. When the time lag for 50 O/o amino-acid reduction - note the difference between 'lag phase, during
which no measurable absorption takes place' (stationary phase) and 'time lag for a 50 %, amino-acid reduction' - is plotted against Hg concentrat~on(Fig. 2), a
single term exponential function can be fitted to the
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Fig. 1. Heterotrophic amino-acid uptake as a function of ambient Hg concentration (0-488 yg I-' Hg]. Closed circles: means of 4
replicates; open circles and horizontal bars: estimated means and ranges of time elapsed to reach 50 % of initial amino-acid
concentrotions (i.e. 9.3 f 0.4 PM, determined 12 h after start of experiment)
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Fig. 2 . Time lag for achieving 50 % initial amino-acid concentration versus Hg concentration. Closed circles and vertical bars:
estimated means and ranges of 4 replicates each; open circle: outlier. Same experiment as in Fig. 1

data with a high value for 12. The levels differ highly
significantly from each other ( a < 0.0001).
To test smaller concentration ranges of mercury,
levels of 2.5-80 pg I-' Hg were applied and compared
to controls (Figs. 3-6). The biphasic course of the plot
of time for 50 % uptake against the Hg concentration
(Fig. 4) can be described by a double term exponential
function, indicating that more than one bacterial strain
is included in the experiment. This interpretation is
supported by experimental runs of the populations
exposed to 80 pg I-' Hg. An example is presented by
plotting the attained amino-acid levels against time

(Fig. 5). Fig 6 presents a sector of data of Fig. 4 to which
a single term exponential function can be fitted. In
order to exclude results from communities with differential sensitivities to Hg - which are incomparable by
one-way classification -only data were included in the
analysis which follow a single exponential process.
Since mixed populations may behave like single
species populations (B~ck,1964),the term community
is preferred in the present context. The controls differ
significantly from communities exposed to 5 and 10 ~g
1-' Hg (U < 0.01). The difference between exposures to
2.5 and 5 pg 1-' Hg is significant at the 5 % level.
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Fig. 3. Heterotrophic amino-acid uptake as a function of ambient H g concentration (0-80 pg I-' Hg). Closed circles: means of 5
replicates; open circles and horizontal bars: estimated means and ranges of time elapsed to reach 50 % of initial amlno-acid
concentrations (i.e. 9.9 ? 0.5 ltM, determined 40 h after start of experiment)
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Fig 4 . Time lag for achieving 50 % initial amino-acid concentration versus Hg concentration. Closed circles a n d vertical bars:
estimated means and ranges of 5 replicates each. Same experiment a s in Fig. 3

To increase the probability of detecting true differences in responses to a series of low and only slightly
varying concentrations of mercury, the number of runs
per level was enlarged to 8 (Figs. 7, 8).Again, analysis
of variance was restricted to groups which seemingly
belong to the same community (Levels 0, 2.5, 5, and 10
pg 1-' Hg in Fig. 8). For the differences between groups
an a < 0.001 was found. The lowest tested concentrations to affect nutrient absorption were 0.625 and 1.25

pg 1-' Hg (Figs. 9, 10). Means of time lags for 50 %
uptake at levels of 0 to 5 yg 1-' Hg were compared by
analysis of variance, yielding significant differences
between the 0.625 and the ne~ghbouringlevels of 0
(a < 0.01) and 1.25 yg 1-' Hg (a < 0.001).
When parallel to amino-acid uptake (Fig. 1l ) ,bacterial development in terms of densities (Fig. 12) was
analyzed in the same populations, no differences in
cell numbers representing growth and multiplication
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Within the series of experiments analyzing the
effects of 0.625-10 pg I-' Hg (Figs. 9, 10),samples were
taken from communities exposed to 2.5 ~cgI Hg in
order to determine total and dissolved mercury (Fig
1.3).While unprocessed sea water served for determining total Hg, data for dissolved Hg were obtained from
samples having passed a 0.22 pm Millipore filter. Data
for mercury associated with the particulate fraction
were obtained from the differences between total and
dissolved amounts. Total mercury and the dissolved
fraction decreased rapidly, while mercury associated
with particulate material - presumably microbial cells
- increased to constant values between 12 and 16 h
after the start. Thereafter, rates of decrease of total and
dissolved H g increased.
T h e initial stationary phases in communities
exposed to 0-10 pg I-' Hg (Fig. 9) lasted about 28 h. As
the amounts of mercury associated with the particulate
materials reached maximum values after 12 h (Fig. 13).
the concentration of dissolved Hg was reduced to a
value of 0.3 pg I-' after 28 h, and growth could not be
recognized until about 16 h after the start of the experiments (cf. Fig. 12), it can be concluded that Hg at Low
concentrations affects the initial processes of nutrient
recognition, induction a n d uptake rather than the subsequent process of growth.
The i n i t ~ a concentrations
l
of mercury can only have
affected a small number of about 600 bacterial cells
ml-' found in the inoculum. Retardations of amino-acid
uptake could not be observed in experiments performed in the presence of 2.5,5, and 10 pg 1' Hg during
exponential growth of a much denser bacterial population (results not presented in detail). Therefore toxicity

'

Fig. 5. Helerotrophic dmino-acid upldke ~n a test meclium
treated w ~ t h80 11g I ' Hg.Closed circles: amino-acid concentrations in a single experimental run (c.f. Fig. 3 ) . Eye fitted
curve

were evident between controls a n d communities
exposed to 10 Frg I-' Hg. While amino-acid absorption
was susceptible to the presence of 10 ~ c gI-' Hg (Fig.
11),growth did not show such susceptibility. To calculate doubling times, data obtained from controls a n d
communities exposed to 10 ~ ( Ig- ' Hg could therefore
be pooled. The doubling times were initially 5 h (16-28
h ) ; they increased to maximum values of 2.4 h (28-40),
and decreased thereafter to 4.1 h (40-56 h).
In the present case, the initial amino-acid concentration of 10 pM is the exact amount of organic material to
produce a final density of about 1.6 10" bacterial cells
ml-'. That means, about 6 . l O - I 5 moles of amino acids
constituted the nutritive basis for 1 cell in these experiments.
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Fig. 7. Heterotrophic amino-acid uptake as a function of ambient Hg concentration (0-20 pg I - ' Hg). Closed circles: means of 8
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Fig. 8. Time lag for achiev~ng50 % in~tlalamino-acid concentration versus Hg concentration. Same experiment as in
Fig. 7

cannot be considered to depend on concentration
alone, but rather on the relation of contaminant concentration in a water sample to biomass.

mercury during the procedure which had to be
employed to sterilize these samples (2 X 12 h at 80 'C
with an interruption of 12 h at 15 'C, followed by
agitation for ca 12 h at 15 'C). A test series of samples
which had received additions of 5, 15,45 and 135 pg 1-'
Hg prior to pasteurization was compared to a series of
samples receiving additions of mercury following
sterilization, shortly before starting the experiment
(Fig. 14) by adding of 10 % of unprocessed sea water of
low bacterial activity. The unpolluted controls contained pasteurized sea water. The results obtained
clearly demonstrate that the samples which had
received Hg following pasteurization significantly differ from controls and among each other. However,
samples containing concentrations of 5, 15, and 45 yg
1-' Hg added prior to pasteurization did not differ from
controls and among each other. The concentration of
135 yg 1-' Hg had been reduced to a toxicity comparable to 45 kg 1-' Hg, showing that roughly 90 yg 1-' Hg
had been lost during pasteurization.

DISCUSSION
Heterotrophic Absorption of Amino Acids

Bioassays
In order to test bacterial amino-acid uptake as a
potential means of bioassaying different sea-water
samples, it was necessary to investigate the fate of

With respect to the S-shaped uptake observed and
the increasing bacterial densities in the course of the
tests (Fig. 12), it is obvious that heterotrophic bacteria
are responsible for the decrease in amino-acid levels
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which represent the basis for effect evaluation. Possible adsorption of amino acids on glass walls, if occurring at all, has only minor effects. This is evident from
experiments, in which sterilized sea water was used
instead of sea water of low bacterial activity. In these
tests, amino-acid concentrations remain unchanged
(Siebers and Ehlers, 1979, their Figs. 4, 5).Unchanged
amino-acid levels in sterilized sea water support our
assumption that no heterotrophic bacteria successfully

competing with originally present marine populations
had entered the unstoppered Erlenmeyer flasks via air.
We conclude this also from a nearly identical development of replicate populations, indicated by the small
variability of time-dependent amino-acid concentrations. In case of contaminaton a higher variability
would have resulted.
Concerning the transferability of our results to conditions prevailing in the natural habitat, it may be
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argued that the tests were performed with small volumes of sea water under constant conditions, i. e. in a
rather artificial environment. In this context it may be
mentioned that Hollibaugh (1979) obtained closely
corresponding results on the dynamics of coastal bacterio-plankton communities from the outer Halifax
Harbour, Nova Scotia (Canada) after addition of 10 yM
of several individual amino acids.

Lag Phases
In all tests bacterial communities exhibited initial
lag phases - periods, during which no measurable
amino-acid absorption occurred. The few heterotrophic bacteria found in sea water of low bacterial
activity - used as bacterial source in all experiments had previously been exposed to absol.ute minimum
conditions for months. Bacteria fall to dormancy when
no suitable nutrients are available. During dormancy
uptake proceeds so slowly that no measurable aminoacid absorption can be observed. Dormancy can last
very long a n d is ultimately followed by cell death. In
sea water stored for 5 y in closed 25-1 glass bottles in
the dark at 15 'C w e found about 30 heterotrophic
bacteria ml-'
Shortly after suitable nutrients become available,
bacterial populations respond through metabolic
adaptation or activation involving the synthesis of
inducible uptake apparatus ( e . g . Holl.ibaugh, 1979).
The first step in the activation process is recognition of
the nutrients a n d their chemical nature leading to a
modification of uptake capacities specifically designed
to absorb only the nutrient offered or, in the case of less

pronounced specificity, also substances of similar
chemical nature. Even when the individual or the
population is in a dormant state, the capacity for recognition must b e kept functioning, a conditio sine qua
non for the successful return to activity. Whether the
increased amino-acid absorption following the initial
stationary phase results from a n induced decrease in
affinity only or from a n enlargement of the number of
uptake sites also, has not been analyzed. With respect
to the finding that uptake precedes multiplication
(Figs. 11, 12), we agree with Hollibaugh (1979), who
obtained corresponding results based on measurements of amino acids and ATP: the increased aminoacid uptake results from induced capacities in a relatively unchanged number of bacteria rather than from
a n increased number of bacterial cells d u e to multiplication.

Sensitive a n d Tolerant Bacteria
Considering the susceptibility of bacterial aminoacid uptake to the presence of mercury in sea water,
w e found an unexpected sensitivity; this became obvious from time lags for 50 % amino-acid uptake significantly differing between unpolluted controls and
populations exposed to 0.625 yg I-' Hg. Bacteria thus
belong to the most sensitive organisms tested in this
respect - a not surprising finding, when taking into
account that short-term static test procedures yield
biological responses which integrate the effects on all
susceptible functions involved over a period of many
generations.
That uptake differs significant1.y between com-
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munities exposed to 0.625 and the neighbouring levels
of 0 and 1.25 pg 1-' Hg may be d u e to inhibition of
amino-acid transport and related processes in all initially present bacterial cells, without directly affecting
survival and multiplication. At higher Hg concentral
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tions more deleterious effects become manifest, changing the original species composition. The data in Fig. 1
suggest that effects d u e to different Hg concentrations
- beginning at 5 pg 1-' and increasing by a factor of 2.5
to reach final levels of 488 pg 1-' H g - can be clearly
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separated from each other. Uptake a n d bacterial activity still prevail - at reduced intensities - at the highest
concentration of mercury tested. Hence it can b e
assumed that different species of heterotrophs present
in the sea water of low bacterial activity at t h e start of
the experiments exhibit varying tolerances to Hg. Fast
uptake, observed i n unpolluted controls, may result
from highly active, very sensitive forms, depleting the
water of nutrients so fast that uptake from less sensitive
species with prolonged lag phases a n d reduced transport rates (Fig. l ) ,can scarcely contribute to the values
obtained i n the absence or the presence of very low Hg
concentrations (0; 0.625; 1.25 pg I-'; Fig. 9). Tolerant
forms -which may be present in the original sea water
of low bacterial activity in much smaller numbers than
sensitive species - manifest their presence as the only
active bacteria remaining in Hg-concentrations as
high as 488 p.g 1-l, following inactivation of sensitive
a n d more active species.
The assumption that more than one microbial
species participates in the nutrient uptake, is supported by the biphasic relation amino-acid concentration versus time at an ambient Hg level of 80 pg 1-'
(Fig. 5). The data in Fig. 2 can be fitted to a single term
exponential function, indicating the presence of a
single species population rather than a multiple
species community. However, this finding does not
necessarily contradict the above-mentioned assumption that several species contribute to the strictly separable responses to increasing levels of H g (Fig. l ) ,since
in principle mixed populations may behave like single
species communities (Bick, 1964).
Thormann a n d Weyland (1979) found among bacterial isolates, originally obtained from the brackish
water of the Weser Estuary (North Sea), a variety of
species w h i c h exhibited differential sensitivities to
cadmium and lead. Metal-specific sensitiveness was
not detected; forms with increased sensitiveness to
lead also proved to be - as a rule - very sensitive to
cadmium. As documented in detail by Thormann and
Weyland (1979), bacterial heavy-metal tolerances tend
to comprise more than one element; often metal tolerances have been shown to be concomitantly linked to
reduced susceptibilities to antibiotics. These authors
conclude that the heavy-metal sensitive bacteria isolated occur in the biotope in high densities. This conclusion is in sharp contrast to the finding of species
which exhibit extremely high tolerances; these are
present both in very low cell numbers and relative
abundances. In order to isolate tolerant forms, volumes
of up to 1 m1 of the undiluted sample had to be spread
on the agar plates; even this resulted in relatively few
colonies.
Uptake curves obtained from plotting amino-acid
concentrations versus time - which enabled us to

quantify responses to different concentrations of mercury and to establish dose/response relations for bioassay procedures - are therefore regarded to b e based on
3 b~ological features, which cannot be separated
strictly from each other on the basis of the experiments
described. These features are: (1) Different bacterial
species with differing degrees of tolerance are present
in natural bacterial communities. The bacteria comprise high relative abundances of sensitive forms and
low relative abundances of tolerant species. (2) At the
lowest concentrations tested mercury may have suppressed uptake without causing further observable
effects on individuals or populations. (3) High tolerance to Hg is accompanied by reduced uptake rates
and prolonged lag phases, especially at higher
ambient pollutant concentrations.

Ecological Aspects
Compared to the lowest H g levels tested in our
experiments, oceanic background concentrations of a
few ng I-' are much lower and not harmful to bacteria.
Higher levels of dissolved Hg (0.03-0.1 pg 1-') may
occur in polluted estuaries (Lindberg et al., 1975;
Davies and Pirie, 1978; So, 1979).Here, local inhibition
of bacteria may occur (Goulder et al., 1978). Hollibaugh (1979) observed retardation of arginine uptake
similar to that due to Hg effects in our experiments in
natural bacterial communities after the temperature
had been lowered from 25 "C to 3-5 "C.

Bioassays
Various biological responses have been used to
analyze water quality, among them survival (Anderson
and Abdelghani, 1980), growth (Bringmann and Kiihn,
1979), ATP (yennicut, 1980), oxygen uptake (Plotz,
1974), and nutrient absorption (Albright and Wilson,
1974; Gillespie and Vaccaro, 1978; Bossard and Gachter, 1979; Sayler et al., 1979).
When sea-water samples are to be bioassayed for
toxic properties by means of the sensitive bacterial test
employed in our investigation, transport, storage and
freeing of sea water from originally present bacteria
cannot be avoided. These manipulative steps result in
loss of Hg This fact prevents us from suggesting
monitoring of amino-acid uptake by bacterioplankton
as a routine method of bioassaying sea-water samples.
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